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“We’ll do over $35,000 more in sales this month 
from five of Nextbite’s brands alone! No up-front 

costs and the results have been spectacular.  
I’m so glad we took the leap.”

Mike Stevens - Franchisee, Aurelio’s Pizza



Delivery presents a tremendous opportunity for restaurant owners, especially 
during the COVID-19 crisis. But not all restaurants have the brand awareness, 
know-how, technology, menus, and ability to succeed with third-party delivery 

services such as DoorDash, Postmates, Uber Eats, and Grubhub.

This case study examines how Mike Stevens, the Aurelio’s Pizza  
franchisee in Fishers, Indiana, transformed his business by becoming a 

Nextbite Fulfillment Partner.



The Opportunity 
Mike Stevens, a successful Aurelio’s Pizza franchisee in Fishers, Indiana, was 
happy with the performance of his stores but was seeking ways to grow 
incremental revenue without making significant capital investments. He learned 
about Nextbite’s Fulfillment Partner Program through a friend and decided to 
learn more...

How the Nextbite Fulfillment Partner Program Works
Nextbite creates highly-profitable, on-trend, delivery-only brands based on data generated from 
hundreds of thousands of consumer transactions. Next, it works with qualifying restaurants 
nationwide who fulfill orders which are delivered via third-party delivery services including: 
DoorDash, Postmates, Uber Eats, and Grubhub. Through its partnership with Ordermark, all 
Nextbite Fulfillment Partners receive orders starting Day One through a free tablet and printer 
that simplifies and streamlines orders. In addition to technology and protected territories, Nextbite 
provides full training and handles all promotion.



Nextbite Fulfillment Partners receive:
• Exclusive territories

• Immediate orders from all the major ordering 
services including DoorDash, Uber Eats, Grubhub, 
and Postmates

• Training

• Digital marketing to reach consumers nationwide

• Technology to streamline and simplify orders

How Mike Became a  
Nextbite Partner 
After applying to become a Nextbite Fulfillment Partner, Mike learned that  
he met the minimum requirements. His territory was available, he had  
excess kitchen and staff capacity, and he had the necessary equipment. 

Mike decided to sign up after learning that there are no up-front costs,  
no franchise agreements, and no long-term commitment in order to become  
a Nextbite Fulfillment Partner.

Within two weeks, he received a specialized free tablet and printer to begin 
receiving orders for his first five Nextbite brands: Grilled Cheese Society, 
Monster Mac, Mother Clucker, Outlaw Burger, and Ghost Grille. 



Results 
In just two months as a Nextbite Fulfillment Partner, Mike’s daily revenue  
has grown from $500 to $1200 per day, and in March 2020 he grossed  
over $50,000 in fulfilled orders for five of Nextbite’s brands.

For More Information
For more information, or to apply to become a Nextbite Fulfillment Partner,  

contact Audrey Ross at info@getnextbite.com or call 614-805-9667.


